
H O O D S

A collection of household cooking appliances in Officine Gullo classic 
style with a retrò touch. Modular metal freestanding household 

appliances in a variety of colours and finishes, extraction hoods and 
functional kitchen accessories.

Discover all professional 
hoods on our website

Discover all domestic Fiorentina 
hoods on our website

Discover all domestic Restart 
hoods on our website



The sublime recycling of air in the kitchen
Developed from a need to harness perfect aspiration for powerful 
cooking ranges, Officine Gullo extraction hoods are not straightforward 
aspirating motors. Instead, they are handcrafted self-supporting 
structures that guarantee the quick and powerful removal of odors 
and vapors. These hoods boast extremely advanced technology that 
purifies air efficiently and quietly due to the filtering system. Meticulous 
research into the space where the system will be operational means 
that every extraction hood is the perfect solution for the ultimate reuse 
of air in the kitchen.
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OGS208 - 208 cm OG Professional range cooker
Color: Stainless Steel / Finishing: Polished chrome
CPP001 hood 
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Materials
Officine Gullo extraction hoods are constructed entirely in high-
thickness painted steel, while the finishes are in brass. The high-
thickness burnished copper version is exclusive.

Heights  
Officine Gullo hoods can be adjusted to any height. The “velette” 
cover system conceals the vent all the way up to the ceiling, even 
when it is very high. This solution is a practical problem that can be 
discreetly adapted to all kitchens.

Features
The hoods can be equipped with shelving for pans and containers 

to optimize space as well as a LED lighting system.

Installation
Our ventilation specialist consultants will advise your technicians 

throughout the planning and installation process.



Domestic hoods
Officine Gullo domestic hoods were manufactured to comply with the 
performance of Fiorentina and Restart cooking ranges. Made in painted 
steel, they are available in 7 different models and they can be combined 
with cooking machines in terms of dimensions, finishes and colors, to 
ensure an aesthetically perfect match. They are equipped with labyrinth 
filters and 3000K LED lights and have an aspiration capacity of up to 
1.600 cubic meters per hour.

“Straight Sides” hood
CPD017 / The pyramid shape fits perfectly into contemporary-design 
kitchens and thanks to the vertical sides it is ideal to be located, for 
example, between two walls.

“Dome” and “High Dome” hood
CPD004 - CPD024 / The traditional lines of the “dome” shape fit perfectly 
into classic-design kitchens.

“Pyramid” and “High Pyramid” hood
CPD001 - CPD020 / The pyramid shape fits perfectly into contemporary-
design kitchens.

“Bell” and “High Bell” hood
CPD013 - CPD025 / The traditional lines of the “bell” shape fit perfectly 
into classic-design kitchens.
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Professional hoods
Born from the need to have perfect aspiration for powerful OG 
Professional cooking machines, these hoods are extremely advanced 
equipment which, thanks to their filtering system, allows to purify the 
air in an incredibly effective and rapid way, with low noise level and 
reduced consumption. Handcrafted and available in 7 different models, 
the professional hoods are available in custom colors and finishes to 
ensure aesthetically perfect combinations. Internally, the hoods are 
equipped with 3000K LED lights and have an aspiration capacity of up 
to 2.250 cubic meters per hour.
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“Straight Sides” hood
CPP017 / The pyramid shape fits perfectly into contemporary-design 
kitchens and thanks to the vertical sides it is ideal to be located, for 
example, between two walls.

“Dome” and “High Dome” hood
CPP004 - CPP024 / The traditional lines of the “dome” shape fit perfectly 
into classic-design kitchens.

“Pyramid” and “High Pyramid” hood
CPP001 - CPP002 / The pyramid shape fits perfectly into contemporary-
design kitchens.

“Bell” and “High Bell” hood
CPP013 - CPP025 / The traditional lines of the “bell” shape fit perfectly 
into classic-design kitchens.



For more information and prices 
Please contact: 

 
Mygind Design Scandinavia AB 

Stockamöllan Herrgård 
241 96 Stockamöllan, Skåne - Sweden 

0413 544 151 or info@mygind.se 
www.mygind.se




